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Communication of the Hypothesis of ″Climate Change″ I 

• Local warm periods are attributed to the „climate change“. Other weather 
anomalies as cold weather are not attributed to it.  

 

• A ″climate change ″ is regularly pictured as an amageddon. From a more 
neutral view it would have positive and negative effects as other events as 
well.  

 

• Wordings as “climate denier” or “science is settled” (no fact oriented expert 

discussion about this hypothesis intended), the claim to own the absolute truth 
sounds more like a religion or ideology rather than a scientific hypothesis.  

 

The communication is selective and similar to an ideology or 
religion rather than a scientific hypotheses.  



• The Maldives should have sunken already(38) 

 

• Al Gore told 2008 that the artic will be totally free of ice in 2013..(3).  

 

• “The Himalaya glaciers will become molten till 2035 or earlier” reported 
the IPCC in 2007(37).   

 

• „The president has 4 years left to save the world'“, James Hansen in the 
Guardian Jan. 17th, 2009(1) (hypothesis positive feedback loop).  

 

The leading “climate scientists(a)” dealing with facts seems very 
flexible. Established media does not challenge the “climate 
scientists” at all.   

 
 

 

Communication of the Hypothesis of ″ Climate Change ″ II 



• John Kerry, Bidens climate envoy took a family owned private jet to 
Iceland to pick- up a climate award (62). 

 
• Al Gore said 2006 that in 15 – 20 years „Even Manhattan would be 

in deep water“, bought an ocean front property in 2010 (51).  

 
• The climate elite and allies used 400 private jets to travel to the 

climate summit in Glasgow 2021 (82). 

 
 

The personal behavior of the leading climate scientists(a) seems not 
to correspond with their message. It seems that the “climate 
scientists” and other Leaders of “Climate Change” are kidding their 
message and their believers what they seem to accept with no sign 
of disagreement.  
 

 

Communication of the Hypothesis of ″Climate Change ″ III 



In the Paris Climate Agreement 2015 a „climate target“ of a max. „warming“ of 1.5°C 
vs. The pre-industrial time is agreed. Within the 27 pages (English Version) there are 
no references on the definitions of the „pre-industrial time“, the reference 
temperature, or the measurement method.  

 

In the IPCC reports there are strong indications that the  period 1850 – 1900 is 
considered as „pre-industrial time“. In these reports the GMST (Global Mean Surface Temperature) 
and GSAT (Ground Surface Air Temperature) are mentioned if it is defined at all. In the period 
1850 – 1900 systematic temperature measurements took place in a few places of the 
earth most of them in Europe. The standards did not meet todays standards. The 
reference data is unnecessarily inaccurate, interpretable.  

 

The use of unnecessary diversely interpretable reference data is very 
unusual for international treaties. It is not in line with the claimed scientific 
approach. It is the documentation of a common confession of faith.  

By the way it is extremely arrogant to intend to control the climate by an 
international treaty.  

Communication of the Hypothesis of ″Climate Change ″ IV 



Weak Point Carbon Cycle I 

36 bn. to 

775 bn. to 

Annual CO2 Emissions of the Earth to the 
Atmosphere 
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burning fossil fuel
2021

Total CO2 emissions,
fauna, flora Land &
ozeans

Total: 811 bn. to CO2/year (8) 

without emissions 
from burning fossil 
fuels 

Acc. to IPCC AR5 2013 Total 776 bn. tons/yr. (53)  

(79) 



Weak Point Carbon Cycle II 
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CO2 (79) 

150000 bn. 
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Accumulated CO2 Emissions 1900 - 2021 from burning Fossil 
Fuels vs. Carbon (calculated as CO2) in the biosphere  (Oceans, 

Numbers calculated from IPCC AR4 2007 Data (8)   

Acc. AR5 2013 158.000 bn tons/yr. (53) 



There is no apparent strong correlation between the changes of the share of CO2 in 
the atmosphere and the anthropogenic CO2 emissions. This contradicts the “climate 
scientists“ but seems logic considering the negligible share of  anthropogenic CO2 
emissions in the carbon cycle.  
 
It is an indication that the anthropogenic emissions do not have a dominant 
influence on the possible increase of the CO2 share in the atmosphere since 1960.  

Weak Point Carbon Cycle III 
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Weak Point Carbon Cycle IV 

Ref. (7) Supplement in dark blue Susan Salomon IPCC WGI 

The data till 1958 is based on ice cores analysis from the Antarctica. The later data 
is based on atmospheric measurements from Hawaii. The CO2 values are regularly 
higher in the tropics!.. The transformation from snow to firn and to ice can last up 
to 200 years during that a diffusion of gasses take place. Ice cores cannot resolve 
increases and decreases of CO2 of less than 100 – 500 yrs. (27). 

Acc. to Jaworowsky (30) the data from ice 
cores is not suitable for a quantitative 
analysis of historic atmosphere data. 



It seems absurd that the insignificant CO2 emissions from the 
usage of fossil fuels compared to the potentially much bigger 
fluctuations of the CO2 emissions from oceans, unfreezing of 
the permafrost soil at the transitions from ice ages to warm 
ages and back, created an unprecedented increase of the share 
of CO2 in the atmosphere within more than 600 K yrs.. 

Weak Point Carbon Cycle V 



The hypothesis of the „climate change“ assumes that the carbon cycle is 
largely a static process like a saving account.  A dynamic carbon cycle is not 
supportive for the hypotheses of the “climate change”. But it seems necessary 
to expect a dynamic.  

A higher CO2 partial pressure in the atmosphere resp. carbonate 
concentration in the sea shifts chemical and biological processes in favor of a 
CO2 absorption. It increases together with the higher temperature since the 
end of the little ice age (app. 1850) the growth of the vegetation. There are 
many biological organisms that react on higher temperatures and CO2 
concentrations with a higher rate of photosynthesis. Typical examples are the 
cyanobacterium synechococcus (blue algae) and C2 plants. 

Weak Point - Dynamic of the Carbon Cycle 
 
 



Some of the “climate scientists” assume a positive feedback loop. The CO2 solvability of 
the seawater decreases with increasing temperatures. The defrosting of permafrost soil 
emits enormous quantities of CO2. These emissions would increase according to the 
hypothesis of climate change the temperature of the earth and these higher 
temperatures would further increase the CO2 emissions from the oceans and the 
permafrost soil. There is acc. to some “climate scientists(a)” a trigger point for such a 
self-intensifying CO2 level increase - climate warming - feedback loop.  

Positive Feedback Loop of the Carbon Cycle 
 

The potential reasons that such a development did never happen during the 
last 600 M years might be acc. to my own assessment potentially the 
dynamic of the carbon cycle and a potentially very low sensitivity of the 
climate toward an increase of the CO2 levels in the atmosphere.  

 



 
 

Explanation Solar Irradiation I 

Due to its surface temperature of 5900 K (5630 °C) the sun emits most 
of its energy in the short wave ir, the visible light and the UV spectrum.  

  

Visible light reaches mostly 
the clouds or earth surface, 
is absorbed or reflected by 
the surface 

IR irradiation is mostly 
absorbed by the 
atmosphere.  

UV irradiation the majority 
is absorbed by the higher 
atmosphere.  



Explanation Solar Irradiation II 

An increase of the CO2, or H2O level in the upper atmosphere causes 
an absorption of the solar ir- radiation in higher levels of the atmos-
phere and thus reduces slightly the energy received from the sun.   

Absorption in der atmosphere by 
aerosols and ir active gasses H2O, O3 & 
CO2  

H2O 

  

Theoretical Black Body T= 5900 K Radiation 

Measured Extra Terrestrial Solar Radiation 
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Ref. (20) Wikipedia, Author Degreen, Amendments in blue 



When the solar radiation hits the surface of the earth a major share of it is 
absorbed, the remainder is reflected back from the surface depending of the 
surface and the angle of impinge. The reflected share varies depending the 
kind of surface, the weather and the season. The IPCC estimates an albedo of 
0.3 and without the greenhouse effect a „global average temperature“ of -
18C° (GMST?), equivalent a greenhouse effect of 33 °C. The earth emits about 
the same quantity of energy as received back to the space.  

 

Received radiation + terrestrial heat + anthropogenic heat = emitted radiation.   

 

Otherwise the earth cools down or warms up till a new equilibrium is 
achieved.  

Explanation Solar Irradiation and Back Radiation  



The figure left gives the 
impression that CO2 has an 
important effect on the 
radiation from earth in the band 
between 13 – 17 ym. In many 
publications the gap in the back 
radiation from the earth 
between 13 and 17ym wave 
length is communicated 
induced by increased CO2 levels. 
A deeper gap is predicted for 
higher CO2 concentrations.  
 
The reality is by far more 
complex as the illustration 
seems to show. In the following 
figure the process of the energy 
transport from earth to space is 
sketched roughly. The majority 
of the radiation from the earth 
takes place in a height of 2.8 – 
85 Km in a long wave infrared 
spectrum.  
 

Explanation Back Radiation from Earth I 

 
Theoretical radiation from the 
Earth surface at 15°C  acc. IPCC 

The line is misleading as there 
occurs only a small fraction of the 
radiation from earth at 15°C!  

  Ir emissions measured 

by satellite in a height of 

70 Km 

Atmospheric window 

(In this band width the 

back radiation from 

earth is not  hindered 

by ir active gasses).  

Radiation from earth, (red) earth surface in a height of 70Km. Data simulated by MODTRAN 

Ref. (13) 

 



In the dense lower atmosphere ir-radiation (red) is 

absorbed quickly. Acc. to Clive Best (14) the average 

absorption length for a 15,4ym photon is at a 

300ppm CO2 concentration 25m. At a higher CO2 

concentration the ir-radiation is absorbed even 

closer to the ground*.  

The absorbing molecules gets excited. The mean 

free time of the excited molecules till a radiative 

decay is by far longer as the mean free time till a 

collision with another molecule(d)  (24),(25).  Most 

of the absorbed energy (94%) is not radiated but 

heats up the gasses by collisions and warming 

them(d). 

The heat transport to the higher atmosphere takes 
place mostly by ascending air and water vapor.  

Explanation Back Radiation from Earth II 

Clouds  

Earth Surface mostly Water 



Space 

Clouds 

**The final radiation height to space depends on the wave length 2.8 -85Km. 

A substantial part (12% 

of the irradiated energy (56)) 

of the ir- emission 

radiates  direct from 

the earth surface in 

the atmospheric 

window 8 – 13ym 

wave length (yellow) 

Explanation Back Radiation from Earth III 

 An increase of the H2O, or CO2 

level in the higher atmosphere 

effects a higher irradiation 

height and thus a lower 

irradiation temperature and 

longer wave length(b) an 

increase of the greenhouse 

effect.   

The majority of the irradiation 

emissions of the earth occur 

from an average height of app. 

5500m** at a temperature of -

18°C. The particle density in 

this height is lower and the ir-

absorption cross sections are 

smaller at this 

temperature(49).  Dust 



A Challenge for Climate Modelling I 

The Versatile Effects of the Clouds 

Clouds are not the same. Different 
cloud types cause different effects.  

Earth Surface 70% Water 

Clouds 

-Clouds let the majority of the solar irradiation pass to 

the earth surface. 

-Clouds absorb and reflect a significant share of the 

solar irradiation cooling the earth.  

-The condensation of the water vapor ascended from 

the surface takes place in the clouds. The energy is 

irradiated to space.  

-Clouds reflect a share of the solar irradiation reflected 

from the earth surface and back radiation from the 

earth back to the earth and thus warming the earth.  

-Water vapor transports ½ of the solar energy absorbed 

by the earth surface(78) to the atmosphere where it 

condensates (cooling) and returns to surface as rain.  

Clouds are versatile, have versatile effects and are substantial for the earth climate. Without a 

quantification of the effects of the clouds climate modelling generates arbitrary results.  

Clouds 



The albedo - reflexion of the sunlight received by 

the earth atmosphere – is estimated to 30% - 31% 

by “Climate Scientists”.  

It is varying strongly with snowfall, clouds, dry vs. 

wet soil, fields. It varies from daytime, day to day 

the weather and seasons.  

It is at best a very rough estimate. It would be 

extremely challenging to estimate the change in 

albedo in case of a global warming and cooling.  

It would be one of the key challenges if someone 

would try to make a serious climate modelling. 

The estimation error of the albedo might exceed 

the influence of the CO2.    

(83) Wikipedia Albedo 

On the average, the earth reflects 31 units of solar radiation back to the space for every 100 units received (thus, the total earth albedo is 0.31). 

The cloud albedo accounts for 23 units of the 31. For individual clouds, local albedo may be in excess of 0.7 (84). 

  

The Challenge to estimate the Albedo of the Earth 



A Challenge for Climate Modelling II 
Water Evaporation 

 

  

Water 

cloud 

ir-radiation  

The quantity of the water evaporation depends on wind, waves, 

water temperature, solar irradiation, relative humidity of the air.  

H2O 

Acc. to the NASA (78) ½ of the solar energy absorbed by the earth surface is discharged back to 

the sky by water evaporation.  

The correlation between water/air temperatures and water 

evaporation is not linear, indirect. Wind is an effect, caused by 

temperature differences. There are some estimated empiric 

correlations. That`s it!  

The water evaporation of tropical seas is about 10-fold that of polar 

seas (from Babkin).  

A quantitative assessment of the water evaporation depending on water and air 

temperatures is a need for a realistic climate modelling, but would be a hard challenge for a 

serious climate modelling as well. 



A Challenge for Climate Modelling III 
 Ocean Currents and Wind 

 

(81) 

Energy radiated to the earth over the degree of latitude 

Energy radiated from earth over the degree of latitude 

The reallocation of the energy 

radiated in by sea currents and 

wind is too significant to ignore. 

The poles get twice as much 

energy by currents than by solar 

irradiation.  

A calculation of this energy 

reallocation depending on the 

temperature would be very, 

very challenging but necessary 

for a realistic climate modelling.  

Till today the estimates of the heat transfer by ocean currents and wind are not more 

than guesses. A effect of a different climate on it are guesses at best.  

A realistic calculation of the effects of the heat transfer of ocean currents and wind 

would be necessary for a realistic climate modelling.  



IPCC Reference Fictional Celestial Body 

The calculation of the irradiation from 
the sun is based on a circular area 
with the diameter of the earth and 
30% reflection (Grey body). The back 
radiation is calculated by the 
Boltzmann formula based on the 
surface of an earth sized ball with a 
black body surface and an averaged! 
surface temperature. The surface 
temperature of this fictional celestial 
body is calculated to -18°C (255K).  

Planet Earth with Atmosphere 

The radiation to the earth surface and 
as well the back radiation from the 
earth surface is influenced by the 
atmosphere, clouds, aerosols, ir-active 
molecules and dust. Due to all these 
effects the average earth surface air 
temperature is 15°C. The final back 
radiation to space takes place mostly 
in the higher atmosphere at lower 
temperatures.  

 

Deceptive Comparison Base for the Greenhouse Effect I 
 
 



“Black body is an abstraction of a physical concept, hardly any substance on 
the Earth is a black body. The assumption that the earth’s surface is a black-
body surface ε =1, is never true. If ε is not 1, but 0.9, 0.8, 0.7 or 0.6, T (surface 
temperature) would be -11.4C, -3.6C, 5.5C or 16.5C respectively. The 
finding of -18°C is simply a result of a technical error (sloppiness). In fact, the 
emissivity of the earth surface can be determined ε ≈ 0.7 from satellite 
outgoing radiation spectra. estimate of a „greenhouse effect“ of 33°C is a 
deception”, Jinan Cao(12). A realistic value of the greenhouse effect is much 
below that.   
 
“There is no surprise that scientists can make errors, but it is perhaps a 
surprise that the technical errors have been shared by so many scientists 
across a discipline to such an unprecedented extent”, Jinan Cao (12). From my 
point of view this fatal flaw is a result of the missing scientific discussion.  
 
A comparison of the earth with a fictive celestial body with a black body 
surface, without atmosphere, water covering, linear averaged surface 
temperature, is a fatal deception.  
 

Deceptive Comparison Base of the Greenhouse Effect II 
 
 



Sloppy Assumption of the Earth Surface Temperature  
 
 

The assumption of a linear averaged temperature of the earth 
surface means accepting a systematic error that probably 
exceeds the effect of a potential increase of the CO2 share in 
the atmosphere x-fold.   

 

The irradiation from earth varies acc. to the 

Stefan Boltzmann with the 4th power of the 

temperature. The irradiation of a tropical 

sea with a surface water temperature of 

30°C can be calculated to be 50% above that 

of an arctic ocean with a surface 

temperature of -1°C.  

  



Weak Point - Overestimation of the minor 
 ir-active gas CO2 

 

The numbers above clearly show that water vapor is the dominant 
greenhouse gas. The significance of the minor ir-active gas CO2 is strongly 
overestimated.  

Asymmetric oscillating molecules have in certain wave length bands 
very high absorption cross sections for radiation. It is called infrared 
active. The major infrared active molecules are:  

H2O 

• H2O app. 13000 ppm in the atmosphere, absorbs 
ir-radiation in several wide band ranges 

• CO2 app. 400 ppm in the atmosphere, absorbs ir 
radiation in 2 narrow band ranges at 4 and 15ym  

• CH4 app. 2 ppm in the atmosphere, absorbs ir 
irradiation in narrow bands ranges at 3-4, 7-8ym 
in which H2O is activ as well.  

• O3 troposphere, stratosphere, absorbs ir 
irradiation in the range <0.3 and 10ym  

 

 

CO2 



Weak Point - Estimation of the CO2 Sensitivity 
of the Climate I - Empirical Methods 

 
 

The estimates about the CO2 sensitivity of the earth climate are based in 
many IPCC predictions/models on empiric data. Simplified the allegedly 
increased CO2 concentration of the atmosphere is attributed to the 
temperature increase since the end of the little ice age and the claimed 
„climate change“.  
 

The hypothesis is used as a proof of the hypothesis.  
.  

Hypothesis Hypothesis 



Modelling the CO2 Sensitivity of the Earth Climate I 

 
Another method used by the “climate scientists” to estimate the CO2 sensitivity of the 
earth climate is modelling. The earth surface and the atmosphere is complex and 
characterized by many effects that interact with each other.  
 
Acc. to the NASA GISS Climate Modelling of 1988 the average temperature should be 
already 2,1°C (GSAT?) above the temperatures of the period 1850 – 1900 (Target Paris 
Climate Agreement 1.5°C). (71)    

 

Acc. to the first IPCC  Climate Report 1992 the ″average temperature ″ should have 
already reached the Paris Agreement target of 1,5°C (GSAT?) above the temperatures of 
the period 1850 – 1900. (73) 

 
If the trend line of the Al Gore documentary "An Inconvenient Truth“ is extended till 
2021 the “climate target” of the Paris Agreement of a temperature increase of 1,5°C (no 
definition) vs. the period 1850 – 1900 is already passed. (76) 

 
 
The previous climate models regularly overestimated the increase of temperature. 
They are regularly adjusted to reality to avoid the ″climate change″ is becoming 
outdated by the time passed by. 
  
* 00:20:53, dec. 2006, based on the data of Mann et Al published in the Climate Report of 2001  

 



Modelling the CO2 Sensitivity of the Earth Climate II 
 

Figure SPM.1: History of global temperature change and causes of recent warming. (75) 

In the IPCC report 2021 IPCC AR6 
WGI the  
 
1. Medival Warm Period 900 – 

1200 AD 
2. Mid-Holocene Warm Period 

8500 – 6500 years ago  
 
Which were clearly recognizable 
in previous reports disappeared 
completly respectively partially.  
 

The historic estimated temperatures published in the 2021 IPCC AR6 WGI report 
fit much better to the climate models.  
Higher temperatures in the past, as the Medival Warm Period, combined with presumed lower CO2 values  
would require complex adjustments of the CO2-sensitive climate models.  

1 
2 



 Modelling the CO2 Sensitivity of the Earth Climate III 

 A quantification of a potential temperature increase in case of a potential 
increase of the secondary ir-active gas CO2 in the atmosphere would be a 
very, very tough scientific challenge. An appropriate calculation method could 
be a Monte Carlo simulation analog the reactor physics with the cross 
sections of the atmospheric gasses in the different wave lengths, clouds, the 
different earth surfaces, latitudinal lines, weather, seasons, variation of the 
gas composition in combination with a calculation of the heat transmission. It 
could make plenty of nuclear research centers busy for decades. Without a 
deeper knowledge – a proper quantification – of the effects of the clouds, the 
water evaporation, the results are arbitrary. 

 

+1,5  °C 

+2°C 

+3,5  °C 

+4°C 

Models that does not reflect 

the complexity of our planet 

earth  provide random results.  

Climate Modelling 



Stability of the Earth Climate 
 The earth climate is kept by 3 control mechanism that stable that 

sophisticated life did never extinct during the last 600 million years. 
 
• Acc. to the Stefan Boltzmann law the counter radiation of a body 

(earth) increases with the 4th power of the temperature  
 P = Ϭ * A * T4 with Ϭ = 5,67 * 10 -8 W/m2/K4  
 
• The water evaporation increases with increasing temperatures 

heavily, respectively decreasing heavily with decreasing 
temperatures. This control mechanism keeps the climate of the 
earth very steady.  The temperature variation is much bigger in dry 
deserts than in wettish areas of the earth.  

 
• The enormous heat capacity stored in the oceans softens 

temperature changes for several thousand years. A warming of the 
oceans by 1°C is equivalent to the solar irradiation of 15 years (J).  



Conclusion of the Analysis 

The hypothesis of the anthropogenic CO2 stimulated climate 
change is very poor and sloppy.  

 

The “science” of the “climate change” is a thin coating for a 
social or religious confession of faith.  

 

"For me, it's a religious thing….” said N. Pelosi ((D) House Speaker) (80).  

 

 

 



Global Warming more an Opportunity than a Risk 

 

• Due the back radiation that increases with the 4th power, the strong 
increase of the water vaporization with higher temperatures the 
temperature increase would be higher at the poles than at the equator. 
The share of the earth surface supportive for life and agriculture would 
increase.  

• Due to the increase of the water vaporization with increasing 
temperatures the planet would become more humid and fertile. 

• A higher temperature would increase CO2 emissions from oceans and 
permafrost and would thus increase the fertility of our planet.   

• Higher temperatures would melt the ice in Greenland and glaciers in other 
parts of the world faster. The Helmholtz Institute in Germany estimates 
the sea level rise from it to 0.8mm actually (67). The Antarctica with an 
average inland temperature of -58°C would probably gain ice mass due to 
the higher humidity. Potentially the rise of the sea levels would increase 
slightly.    

 



Explanations, comments, references, see full text doc. 
https://holgernarrog.hpage.com/get_file.php?id=344
37128&vnr=994717 

Further stock, economic and political analysis… 

 

  https://holgernarrog.hpage.com/ 
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